
Dr. Adolph Brown, III without a doubt, offers the most uniquely inspiring,
relevant and entertaining presentations around. He is an American businessman,
investor, author, urban and rural school educator, research-scientist, and keynote
speaker. He is a servant-leader at heart, a life-long social justice advocate and a
career teacher educator. He is admired around the world for his simple and direct
“Real Talk,” and powerful, universal and timeless teachings. Dr. Brown is best
known for inspiring all who hear him to learn, laugh and lead, while as an implicit
bias speaker simultaneously reducing unconscious bias at every turn. He is the
leading provider of anti-bias training in business and education. Dr. Brown knows
that understanding structural inequities is only the start, however dismantling the
foundations from which these structures are built leads to solutions. He is highly
regarded as the "balcony" leadership speaker and highly skilled performance coach
who gets you from where you are to where you want to be. Also as a credentialed
Master Teacher, he helps teachers reach every student. As a much sought-after
and highly effective Unconscious Bias, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion keynote
speaker, Dr. Brown skillfully addresses the impact of stereotypes. He credits much
of his success to the luxury of humble beginnings of being reared by a single parent
mother in abject poverty of the inner city housing projects infested with gangs,
drugs and violence. His oldest sibling and only brother Oscar was murdered when
Adolph was only eleven years old. Young Adolph often received a respite when he
was sent to spend summers with his grandfather in rural farming country, and
when he was sent to the library for time-outs in elementary school. Adolph
became...

Testimonials

Adolph Brown

"Adolph was a true fit for our conference. We laughed, we sang, we danced-well
some did-he challenged us, he encouraged us, and made us cry! We had such
comments that he was the best speaker they had heard in 31 years and that says
a lot!!"

- Indiana Youth.

“He’s not just hilarious, he’s hilarious with facts!”

- Meeting Planner.
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